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The structure of water in soft contact lenses: near
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This research paper reports the results of application of near infrared spectroscopy and Aquaphotomics to the study of the structure of water in hydrogel
materials of soft contact lenses. The purpose of this research was to study and describe changes in water structure within hydrogel materials with low,
medium and high water content. Near infrared spectroscopy provides a rapid, non-destructive and reagent-free method of characterisation, while the
Aquaphotomics approach to the analysis of the spectra of hydrated contact lenses provides identification of different water molecular species within the
complex water structure of hydrogels. Our results show the possibilities of applying Aquaphotomics for better description of the states of water in hydrogels,
with more information about water than the currently prevailing “three states” model.

Introduction
Soft contact lenses are made of hydrogels—a class of polymer
materials characterised by their ability to absorb and retain
a large amount of water within the interstitial space of their
cross-linked network, without dissolution.1 In conventional
hydrogel materials, permeability for oxygen depends entirely
on the water content—the higher the water content, the
greater amount of oxygen can be transported to the cornea
which is avascular and depends solely on oxygen from the
atmosphere.2,3 This makes water of crucial importance for
the functionality of soft contact lenses.
The state of water in conventional hydrogels is usually
described using the “three-states” water model which distin‐
guishes water in hydrogels as existing in three thermody‐
namically different classes, usually described as tightly bound,

loosely bound and free water, based on the level of interac‐
tion with the polymer network3,4 (Table 1). The free water
fraction is considered particularly important since it deter‐
mines the transport properties of the material and will conse‐
quently affect both oxygen diffusion and dehydration.3,4
The existence and quantification of these different water
fractions in polymers have been determined through the
use of differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), thermogravi‐
metric analysis, nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy,
infrared spectroscopy and chromatography. 3 There are
many issues with the current state of the art techniques and
the proposed three-state model of water in hydrogels. For
example, the DSC curves of total freezing water in hydrogels
(free water and loosely bound water) show very complex

Table 1. Three-state model of water makes distinction between three thermodynamically different classes.

Water in hydrogels

Tightly bound water

Loosely bound water

Free water

Interaction with polymer

Strong

Intermediate

Negligible

Freezable

No (not even at –100 °C)

Yes (below 0 °C)

Yes (at 0 °C)

Also known as

Primary bound

Secondary bound
Intermediate

Unbound
Bulk
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and fine structure, completely different from the simple gels based on HEMA (2-Hydroxy-ethyl methacrylate),
melting behaviour associated with pure water, which frequently used monomer in synthesis of hydrogels and
indicates that freezing water may encompass a number combined with VP (Vinyl pyrrolidone)—very hydrophilic
of intermediate states.5 We believe that the best descrip‐ monomer, commonly used to increase water content.
tion of the water state in hydrogels could be explained as Contact lenses were lathe-cut with the same parameters:
a continuum of water states between the primary state Base curve: 8.60 mm diameter: 14.20 mm, Sph: +1.00 D
which is hydrogen bonded to functional groups in the (manufacturer Optix DOO, Serbia). Six lenses were fabri‐
polymer (tightly bound water) and water that is unaf‐ cated from each material.
fected by its polymeric environment (free water).
What clearly is missing in the current research of water Near infrared spectroscopy
in hydrogels or water-swollen polymer systems in general, Near infrared spectra of contact lenses were acquired
is a method sensitive enough to address the described in transmittance mode using a minispectrometer (TG
problems and to detect distinct water molecular confor‐ – Cooled NIR-IC9913GC, Hamamatsu, Japan) and trans‐
mations within this continuum of water states and assign mission fixture TXF-4 (Stellarnet, US) equipped with an
different roles and functionalities to them. Furthermore, annular plastic holder for contact lenses to ensure the
the method should not be destructive.
fixed, horizontal position of the lenses and to prevent
Our intention with this work is to propose application environmental influences during measurements. The
of near infrared (NIR) spectroscopy and Aquaphotomics6 transmittance spectra were acquired in the region of
as a novel tool, perfectly suited to answer the unresolved 900–1700 nm with a resolution of 7 nm. Before each
questions about the state of water in water-swollen spectral acquisition a spectrum of the empty holder was
polymer systems. Non-destructive NIR spectroscopy has used as a reference. All measurements were done when
been widely applied for the last 40 years for evaluating lenses were in a fully swollen state. Excess solution was
the quality of agricultural and pharmaceutical products,7 removed by quick dabbing of lenses with Kim wipe tissue
but in the last decade its use is rapidly expanding to papers immediately before placing the lens in the holder.
include water structural analyses.6,8 The Aquaphotomics Five consecutive spectral replicas were acquired per each
approach to analysis of the spectra of water and aqueous lens. Experiments were repeated several times, giving in
systems offers a unique opportunity to describe the total 270 spectra of lenses for the analysis.
complex state of water based on its multidimensional
NIR spectra.6
The objective of this study is the exploration of the state
of water in conventional hydrogel-based soft contact
lenses with different water content. It is a continuation Data analysis of absorbance spectra (logT–1) was carried
of previous studies on the state of water in different out using Pirouette ver. 4.5 (Infometrix Inc.) and R soft‐
hydrogel materials with low and high water content9 ware with the Aquap2 package—Multivariate Data
and on the state of water in worn (spoiled) soft contact Analysis Tools for R with Aquaphotomics methods.11
lenses.10
The spectral range was trimmed to 1300–1600 nm
before the analysis. To minimise the differences between
spectra caused by baseline shift and noise, prior to the
analysis spectral data were mean-centred, transformed
using standard normal variate (SNV) transformation12
Soft contact lenses
and smoothed using the Savitzky–Golay algorithm 13
Three soft contact lens materials were used, all based (19 pts). The spectral data were explored using Principal
on the poly-HEMA polymer formulations made by a Component Analysis14 and spectra identified as outliers
company Vista Optics, England: VSO38 (pHEMA Filcon according to Mahalanobis distance were removed from
I 1, nominal water content (nwc) = 38.4 %), VSO42 the datasets. The model was validated using step-valida‐
(Co-polymer of HEMA & VP Filcon I 1, nwc = 41.7 %) tion (leave-5-out).
and VSO50 (Co-polymer of HEMA & VP Filcon II 1,
The water absorbance values at specific water matrix
nwc = 51.0 %). The used materials are synthetic hydro‐ coordinates (WAMACs) defines the water spectral

Data analysis

Materials and method
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pattern—WASP.6 The visualisation of WASP for different
contact lenses materials was done using a spider web plot
called aquagram8 which shows normalised absorbance
values at chosen wavelengths from the WAMACs ranges.
The classic mode of Aquagram with confidence inter‐
vals15 calculated for selected wavelengths was chosen to
display the WASP of contact lenses with different water
content and to find statistically significant differences in
WASP of different materials. The respective confidence
interval with 95 % upper and lower limits are calculated
using Bootstrap method for data validation and uncer‐
tainty estimation.16 All aquagrams were calculated based
on SNV-treated and smoothed spectral data.

Results and discussion
The raw absorbance spectra of soft contact lenses are
presented in Figure 1. Since water is an integral part
of the hydrogel materials, the spectra are dominated
by water spectral features in this NIR region. The raw
spectra show significant baseline offset caused probably
by the different central thickness of the lenses, which,
even though the nominal thickness is the same for all
lenses, may vary due to immediate dehydration during
handling and measurements. To correct these effects
standard normal variate transformation was used, and
spectra were smoothed to remove the noise.
To enquire about the differences in the water spectral
pattern of soft contact lenses materials, twelve wave‐

Figure 1. Raw absorbance spectra of soft contact lenses:
pHEMA polymer – 38 % water content (VSO38 – blue
lines), HEMA&VP copolymer – 42 % water content
(VSO42 – red lines) and HEMA&VP copolymer – 50 %
water content (VSO50 – green lines).
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Figure 2. SNV-transformed and smoothed absorbance spectra of soft contact lenses – pHEMA polymer
– 38 % water content (VSO38 – blue lines), HEMA&VP
copolymer – 42 % water content (VSO42 – red lines) and
HEMA&VP copolymer – 50 % water content (VSO50 –
green lines).

lengths were selected from defined water matrix coor‐
dinates (WAMACs) ranges. All WAMACs correspond to
specific water absorbance bands of different water molec‐
ular conformations. To visualise the WASP of different
soft contact lenses materials, aquagrams with confidence
intervals were used, which display bootstrap estimates
of averaged normalised absorbance and low and high
95 % confidence limits for each material (Figure 2). The
confidence intervals allow identification of only statisti‐
cally significant differences in absorbance at different
WAMACs of the material WASPs (Table 2).
The same major structural component (HEMA) was
chosen for all materials to facilitate easier identification
of water absorbance bands of specific water molecular
conformations which could be associated with defined
classes of free, loosely bound and tightly bound water.
In hydrogel materials derived from the same polymer
system—increasing water content will not change the
amount of tightly bound water. 3 Comparison of the
water spectral pattern of different materials presented in
aquagrams show that only for absorbance at C12 water
matrix coordinate, there are no statistically significant
differences between materials (Table 2, C12: 1517 nm).
This finding leads to the conclusion that this band is the
absorbance band of tightly bound water in polymer, also
called non-freezing bound water which makes a complex
with polymer chains through hydrogen bonds,5,17 and is
lost only when the polymer network is damaged.10
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VSO42 ~ VSO50

(Statistically significant differences in water absorbance at chosen wavelengths are indicated with an asterisk *)

*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
VSO38 ~ VSO50

*

*

*

*
*
*
*
VSO38 ~ VSO42

*

1382
1346
Wavelength (nm)

1360

1375

*

*

*

*

*

*

1517
1488
1474
1460
1439
1410
1396

1446

C9
C8
C7
C6
C5
C4
C3
C2
C1
WAMACs

Table 2. Statistically significant differences in water spectral pattern of different soft contact lenses materials.

C10

C11

C12
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Introduction of vinyl pyrrolidone to pHEMA in VSO42
and VSO50 materials leads to significantly increased
absorbance at all other WAMACs, which suggests that
these bands represent bands of loosely bound and free
water. Analysis of the statistically significant differences
in absorbance of VSO42 and VSO50 materials shows
that they differ significantly in absorbance at C9, C10

Figure 3. Aquagrams for soft contact lenses materials pHEMA polymer – 38 % water content (VSO38),
HEMA&VP copolymer – 42 % water content (VSO42)
and HEMA&VP copolymer – 50 % water content
(VSO50). Confidence intervals for each WASP are presented with dotted lines.

and C11 WAMACs (Table 2, 1460 nm, 1474 nm and
1488 nm) which are the bands of water molecules with
2, 3 and 4 hydrogen bonds,6 respectively. Loosely bound
water is, of all water fractions the least defined, but
what is known is that it encompasses water species with
higher hydrogen-bonding energies than pure water,3 i.e.
water molecules forming hydrogen bonds with other
water molecules, a necessary condition for water to be
able to freeze—which is why this water is also known
as a freezable bound water.3 In a recent study, also, for
pHEMA hydrogel co-polymers with vinyl pyrrolidone, it
was found that with increased water content, the amount
of free water stays almost constant.17 On the basis of
this information, we can tentatively conclude that C9–
C11 water matrix coordinates6 are absorbance bands of
specific water molecular conformations belonging to the
loosely bound water fraction. The free water fraction, in
that case, is represented by water molecules absorbing
at C1–C6 WAMACs,6 which correspond to free water
molecules, water molecules with free OH bond and water
molecules in hydration shells.
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Conclusion
The results presented in this paper show that near infrared
spectroscopy allows characterisation of conventional
hydrogel-based soft contact lenses, in the conditions
similar to physiological (hydrated contact lenses). It allows
longer path lengths because near infrared light passes
through the entire contact lens in a completely nondestructive manner. The application of Aquaphotomics
approach to the analysis of near infrared spectra of
contact lenses provides detailed description of the water
species existing in the polymer network and allows quali‐
tative comparison of water in different hydrogel mate‐
rials. It goes beyond the “three-state” model of water
revealing different water species within the classes of
loosely bound and free water.
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